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Abstract. The molten Al (aluminum) droplets collision research was conducted to investigate the 
collision mechanism in high temperature field. By using the 3D printing technology, the solid Al was 
melted into liquid by high-frequency electromagnetic heater, and the collision process was recorded 
by high speed camera. Meanwhile the numerical simulation of collision was calculated by Gerris. The 
results show that the coalescence occurs after tiny deformation, when the 580μm Al droplet has a 
collision with the 990μm Al droplet at a relative velocity 0.89m/s, and the new Al droplet diameter is 
about 1.05μm. The result of simulation is also collision coalescence, which is in good accordance 
with the experiments. 

Introduction 

As a common liquid fluid flow phenomenon,the droplet collision occurs in various fields of daily life 
and industrial production, such as precipitation, waterfalls, and the liquid fuel atomization of aircraft 
engines. Al droplets collision, one of the multi-physics processes in the engine combustion, could 
effect the two-phrase flow and combustion stability. Therefore, it is vert significant to reveal the 
collision mechanism of Al droplets and establish the collision model. 

The previous researchers on droplet collisions mainly studied on water droplets collision or the 
collision between water droplets and the water surface. Adam [1] studied the laws of the collision of 
two equal-sized water droplets in the air for the first time in 1968 and recorded the whole process of 
droplets collision. In 1992, the collision processes of five kinds of hydrocarbon fuel droplets (about 
300μm in diameter) were studied by Professor C.K.Law[2-5] in Princeton University, and the results 
of five different droplet collisions were obtained for the first time, namely, (I) coalescence after minor 
deformation, (II)bouncing, (III) coalescence after substantial deformation, (IV) coalescence followed 
by separation for near head-on collisions and (V) coalescence followed by separation for off-center 
collisions. An experimental study on ethanol droplet collisions was conducted by Estrade[6] in 1999, 
who observed four types (II), (III), (IV), (V) of ethanol droplets collisions, and established the 
prediction model of droplet bouncing. The effect of droplet viscosity on the droplets collision was 
studied by Gotaas[7] in 2007, who summed up the experimental results of previous experiments and 
obtained the relationship between critical Weber number and Oh of the droplet coalescence. In 2011, 
Xia Shengyong[8] did the experiment of Al/Al2O3 particles collisions, that were conducted by the 
solid rocket motor ignition, and he studied the effects of particle velocity, concentration and collision 
angle on the distribution of the particle flow before and after collision. However, the research results 
could hardly be applied to numerical and theoretical studies, on account of the macroscopical 
experimental method. 

It can be seen from the above research that the experimental study on droplets collisions are 
mainly conducted at normal temperature, and it is difficult for the metal droplets collision in high 
temperature. However, 3D technology printing, as a new manufacturing technology, is likely to be a 
revolutionary booster for the world's manufacturing technology. Houben[9] gave a detailed 
description of design methods and key technologies of 3D printing equipment in his book, including 
the molten metal method and the jet technology for printing manufacturing. 
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In this paper, the experimental method and device are established according to the idea of 3D 
printing technology. The molten Al droplet collision experiment is conducted by the high-frequency 
electromagnetic heater and the graphite crucible. The collision process of Al droplets is recorded by 
the high-speed camera, and the numerical simulation of collision are calculated by Gerris, so that the 
law of molten Al droplets collision in high temperature can be found. 

Experimental Research 

Experimental Scheme. For the research of mechanism of molten Al droplet collision, the law of two 
sepatate droplets collision is required primarily. The collision mechanism mainly depends on the 
dynamic characteristics of droplets, that include the velocity, size and cccentric distance of droplet. 
Therefore, the effect of these factors on droplets collision can beobtained when the Al droplet 
velocity and size are measured in collision. 

By using the high-frequency induction heater as the heat source, the aluminum block in graphite 
crucible is indirectly heated and melted into the molten Al liquid. Then Al liquid is ejected from the 
nozzle, at the end of the graphite crucible, under the control of a high-frequency solenoid valve. The 
gas argon (Ar) come into the graphite crucible by the pneumatic drive method, and Al droplets with 
different size and velocity will be achieved by precise control of the solenoid valve and the mass flow 
rate of Ar. At last, the Al droplet collision will be obtained by high speed camera. 

Experimental System. High-temperature molten droplets collision system is mainly made up of 
the heating system, gas supply system, cooling system, control system, acquisition system and 
high-temperature melting experimental device. Among them, heating system, namely, 
electromagnetic induction heater, is used for melting Al and constant liquid temperature; gas supply 
system mainly uses Ar, which can be used as the driving gas for the generation of droplets and the 
environmental protection gas droplets for the formed droplets; cooling system provides the 
temperature protection for some components by water cooling; control system with high-response 
control hardware and professional software, is mainly used to control the high-frequency solenoid 
valve, whose working time is very short, so that the single metal droplet can be generated; acquisition 
system mainly includes pressure collection, temperature acquisition and high-speed camera. The 
high-temperature melting experimental device includes a graphite crucible for melting metal and a 
closed container used for droplets collision. A transparent window is inset into the closed container 
for observing the molten Al droplet collision process. The whole experimental system is shown as 
follows in Figure 1, and the experimental site shown in Figure 2: 

 
Fig.1   the system of molten Al droplets collision 
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Fig.2 the experimental site 

Results and Analysis. In order to ensure the molten Al droplets can collide accurately, a 
single-bore graphite crucible is used to generate tiny Al droplets, making the trajectories of the Al 
droplets are on the same straight line. By setting the pulsed airflow, continuous Al droplets can be 
formed in the graphite nozzle and the minimum operating time of the high-frequency solenoid valve 
is 9 ms. Due to the difference in particle size and velocity during the dropping process, these Al 
droplets could collide each other. The molten Al droplets collision experiment is shown as follows: 

           
(a) before Al droplet collision           (b) after Al droplet collision 

Fig.3 the molten Al droplet collision experiment 

      
(a) “T-t” curve                                    (b) “P-t” curve 

Fig.4   the curves of acquistion 
It can be seen from Fig.3 and Fig.4, the small Al droplet collides the big Al droplets and then 

coalesce to a larger one. The Al in the graphite crucible was heated to a melting point of 660℃ and 
stabilized at about 700℃ by the electromagnetic induction heater. According to the pressure curve of 
the graphite crucible, it can be seen that with a certain amount of argon, a positive pressure can be 
formed inside the graphite crucible, and the melt can be extruded from the bottom of the graphite 
nozzle. At the top of the graphite crucible, an open outlet is set so that the gas can be emitted from it, 
and a transitory negative pressure environment is formed in the container. Then the melt left 
incompletely outflowed by the nozzle is sucked back into the crucible. The Al melt ejected from the 
nozzle was shattered under the action of the surface tension. 

For the sake of clear images of Al droplets collision, the high-speed shooting frequency was set to 
20,000 frames per second, and the image resolution was 640×480. Through enlarging the image 
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during the Al droplets collision process, a clearer Al droplets collision procedure image was 
presented. The detail Al droplets collision process is shown below: 

                    
 t=0μs             t=100μs          t=150μs 

                    
t=200μs            t=300μs           t=350μs 

                    
t=400μs            t=450μs           t=500μs 
Fig.5 the Al droplets collision process 

Al droplets collision coalescence process in Figure 5 was analyzed by the professional image 
processing software NI Vision Assistant. The dynamic parameters of the Al droplets before and after 
the collision are shown in the following table: 

Table 1 the dynamic parameters of the Al droplets 

dynamic parameters before collision after collision 
small Al droplet big Al droplet new Al droplet 

diameter (mm) 0.58 0.99 1.05 
velocity (m/s) 2.46 1.65 1.98 

It can be seen from Fig. 5 and Table 1, the 580μm Al droplet catches up with the 990μm Al 
droplets at a relative speed 0.89m/s and generates a 1.05mm Al droplet. However, due to the effect of 
viscous force and surface tension, the whole droplet is axially stretched primarily, and then radially 
stretched, and last they coalesce after the deformation. The whole collision coalescence process is 
extremely short, only about 0.5ms. 

Numerical Simulation 

Grid Adaptation. According to the Gerris open source program[10,11], the track and reconstruction 
of the free interface are fulfilled by the piecewise linear VOF method. The adaptive algorithm of 
quadtree square grid is used in grid division to discrete space. The time domain discretization is 
mainly achieved by the mapping method and multi-grid numerical format. In the numerical 
calculation, the Al droplets and Ar property parameters are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2  the property parameters of Al droplets and Ar  
medium ρ (kg/m3) μ (Pas) σ (N/m) 

Al 2690 1.59×10-3 0.87 Ar 1.78 2.26×10-5 
In the Gerris, a single GfsBox is selected as the calculation domain, whose four sides are the free 

flow outflow boundary conditions, and the calculation conditions are the droplet dynamics 
parameters before the collision, small Al droplets (580μm, 2.46m/s), big Al droplets (990μm, 
1.65m/s), eccentricity B=0, and the maximum encryption level of adaptive grid Lmax=9. The 
calculation domain grid is shown as follows: 
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Fig.6  the adaptive grid of Al droplets 

Simulation Results. The numerical simulation on the process of Al droplets collision is conducted 
by Gerris, and the process is calculated as follows: 

                 
  t=0μs             t=100μs            t=120μs            t=150μs 

                  
 t=200μs           t=250μs           t=280μs            t=300μs 

            
 t=320μs           t=330μs            t=350μs            t=400μs 

             
t=450μs           t=500μs             t=600μs            t=700μs 

Fig.7  the simulation of Al droplets collision  
According to the Fig.7, small Al droplets and large Al droplets occurs coalescence after the 

collision, which is  consistent with the results of the experiment; It takes 600μs for Al droplets from 
the initial collision to the final coalescence to form a single droplet, slightly longer than the 
experiment time of 500μs. And the final Al droplet diameter is 1.1mm, which is little higher than 
1.05mm obtained by the experiment. It can be seen that the simulation results are in good accordance 
with the experimental results, which can meet the numerical calculation requirements. 

The slight error of numerical calculation and experiment may be due to the bubble in the Al 
droplet. When the small Al droplet moves close to the large Al droplet, the gas between them is 
compressed into a thin film. At the time of reaching the minimum distance, the Van der Waals force 
works so that the droplets coalescence. However, due to the relatively high relative velocity between 
the Al droplets, the gas does not have enough time to flow out, and some of the gas film is wrapped in 
droplets in the form of bubbles.After the small droplets are coalesced with the large droplet, the 
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newly formed Al droplet is continuously stretched and deformed, due to the residual kinetic energy of 
the droplets after overcoming the surface tension and the dissipation of the viscous energy. However, 
because the residual kinetic energy of the droplets is smaller than the surface energy of the droplets, 
the Al droplet finally becomes a more regular spherical shape. 

Conclusion 
By the experiment of high-temperature molten droplets collision, the relatively clear images of Al 
droplets collision are obtained, as is the experimental process that small Al droplet and big Al droplet 
generate tensile deformation and coalescence after collision. Numerical simulation is consistent with 
the experimental results, and the calculated data are basically in accordance with the experimental 
data. Therefore, the simulation can meet the calculation requirements very well. 
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